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Sweden's Birth Rate Dropping Precipitiously

Every Month
A very unusual pattern this year -- 9 months after young people
vaccinated

Igor Chudov
3 hr ago

Sweden, a good country that cares about its citizens, publishes up-to-date

birth statistics.

The statistics are very concerning and show a deepening decline in births

this year. It is actually WORSE than it looks on this chart, as I will show later.
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I have tabulated this data:230 188
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And here’s a more visual graphical presentation of the DROP in births in

Sweden, by month:

You can see that not only is the drop in births in Sweden signi�cant, but it is

also gradually deepening every month! It looks as if an inexorable force is

preventing previously healthy Swedes, who plan families and are encouraged

by their government to have children, from actually conceiving and

completing their pregnancies.

What could cause this?
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Take a look at this helpful chart from Our World in Data. Go back 9 months

and look at the younger 18-49-year-old categories. Look at their vaccination

progress from April to August 2021�

Young people of Sweden were assured by the Swedish authorities that Covid

vaccines are de�nitely very safe and effective. Swedes, especially young

people, trust their government. So, they took Covid vaccine shots, did not

think much about them, and continued whatever they were doing, such as

making babies, just like the Swedish government encouraged them to do.

They probably did not notice that the number of pregnancies was dropping.

Vaccination of Young People in
Sweden
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Sweden is NOT alone. I reported on a dramatic (and similar to Sweden)

decline in births in Germany, Switzerland, North Dakota, and the UK:

Igor’s Newsletter

Dramatic Decline in Births in Germany

Germany is experiencing a strange decline in births in the first quarter of 2022,
totally inconsistent with their experience in recent years. Strange, right?
Fortunately, the vaccine-crazy German government already has the answer: it
says people had so many children already, that they no longer want any…

Read more

7 days ago · 536 likes · 433 comments · Igor Chudov

Taiwan, which also vaccinated young people 9 months prior, is recording a

whopping 23% drop in birth rates! Such a drop is a depopulation-level event

if this trend continues.

Igor’s Newsletter

Depopulation of Taiwan

This is a continuation of my post from yesterday about a massive 13% decline
in births in Germany. Such a decline is a nine-sigma event, meaning that it is so
unlikely to occur by chance, that it would naturally happen as rarely as an
asteroid striking the Earth…

What About Other Countries?
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Read more

6 days ago · 546 likes · 480 comments · Igor Chudov

Sweden is also a very interesting case because this country was never locked

down. So people were free to party, date, have fun, and so on, just like always.

If you could possibly place blame on “lockdowns” for other countries,

Sweden proves that lockdowns are NOT the cause — since it never locked

down its citizens.

Mind you, 9 months ago, less than half of young Swedes were vaccinated.

None yet received vaccine boosters.

What will happen to Sweden’s birth rate months from now, with the

childbearing age people getting more vaccines and more boosters 9 months

prior? Young people ended up being 80% vaccinated in Sweden and many

were later boosted. I, naturally, hope that this disturbing trend will

somehow disappear, but I fear that it will worsen.

It is time to start worrying and sound some alarms. Are you worried?
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186 more comments…

Write a comment…

2 replies by Igor Chudov and others

2 hr agoMey Pinned

I moved with my family to Stockholm 4y ago and work in the IT industry. It is just
appealing how close-minded/naive people are here. I am surrounded with 30-40 y old

people and absolutely all are fully vaccinated, no complaint, no questioning, no doubt, just
obey. This is how they are used to: thrust the authorities, listen and not even think to
question. 

ALL my colleagues have been constantly sick since being boosted. Just talked to one of
them, 30y female, she is sick without pause, doesn't understand why, no energy, stuffy
nose, easier coughing, feeling fatigued, for 4 months! And yet, she can't see the
connection. Pure tragedy for society! What has Sweden done?

11 Reply Collapse

23 replies by Igor Chudov and others

Writes 3 hr agoP. K. Darkly A Clockwork Thunderdome Liked by Igor Chudov

I am absolutely prepared to believe there are real fertility issues cause by the vaccines but
I am also aware this is a turbulent time politically and people often will put off having
children during a financial crisis for example, or when there is a nearby war, so I think it
could be a combination of factors. I really hope there is no permanent fertility damage🤞
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